HAWAIIAN

HOLIDAY

A singles travel group from Cincinnati, Ohio offers vacations four times a year. The
only requirement besides paying for the trip is that you not travel as a couple.
Accommodations are designed around double occupancy with two of the same gender
occupying a room.
This trip is to the Islands of Hawaii for two fun filled weeks. Side tours to all the
Islands and various activities are set up for those who wish to take them. Instructions
in surfing, snorkeling, scuba diving, and hula dancing are available. The first 3 days
are spent on specific activities and the remainder of the days are open to individual
choices. Plenty of free time is also available for those who just wish to relax. The
tour consists of 137 people this year, but those who are involved right now are the
members of Scuba Group 3.
You met at the hotel in Honolulu on Monday (Jan 10), as some came in on different
flights and connections. You were taken to the hotel and assigned your rooms. Then
you attended a big buffet of Oriental foods. Tonight is the luau.
This morning (Jan 11) you were all out in the lagoon at Kaipuna, scuba diving. Since
all of you have dived before in at least a swimming pool environment, you were
judged skilled enough to try the salt water. Kaipuna is 55 feet deep, enough to get
your attention, but not normally considered a dangerous depth.
Ned Nickels and Martha Moorley seemed to be very attracted to one another and
Martin Mixler always tagged along with them. However, what ever else they shared
with each other, death in the lagoon is what they share now. There are no sharks in
the area, no sea snakes, or giant squid. The only unnatural thing in the lagoon is the
God Ikie Stikie, God of premature death.
Our challenge is simple - either find out who killed Ned and Martha or find out how to
appease Ikie Stikie.

